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The stock visibility solution exists to make sure that critical stock - 
from medicines to aid - is always available where it is needed. 

Why?
The best efforts by authorities to provide critical medicines or aid relief to people that need 
it are often derailed by fragmented systems, paper-based record keeping, and inefficient 
supply chain planning. This can result in stock outs or oversupply and expiration of stock, 
ultimately making a bad situation worse.

What?
SVS is a digital tool to monitor stock and resupply of essential medicines and consumables. 
SVS replaces paper-based stock management processes with digital technology for 
end-to-end visibility, and stock control and planning, ensuring access to medicines or aid.

Benefits
• Patient treatment and care: Citizens needing medicine know that it will be available  
 when they need it, helping them manage their treatment programmes
• Mobile connectivity and offline capability: Clinic staff record and track stock levels  
 and order new stock on a mobile phone. The system also works offline, uploading   
 data to the central database as soon as connectivity is established.
• Dashboard oversight: District, provincial and national health department managers  
 have top-down oversight through a real-time web management portal to ensure   
 that clinics and point of care facilities are tracking stock levels and ordering and   
 receiving their stock
  • Aid agencies can monitor stock levels and coordinate stock availability in   
   various parts of a country or area for relief efforts
• Transparent records for accountability: A transparent record of all stock movement  
 makes stakeholders confident that their spend is being used appropriately

SVS has a sustained 94% user adoption across 4 000 facilities and has generated 50 million 
stock updates since 2014.
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3. End to end visibility

4. Stock distribution & receiving
Automated notification to all verifying agents:
     •  to remind them to submit data
     •  provide advance notifications of expected            
         shipments

1. Reminders & alerts

Verification agents use SVS native application to 
submit key stock information as well as place 
orders.

2. Stock level verification
Management has real-time oversight of stock levels 

and key data elements.

Verification agents use SVS application to verify 
receipt of stock and quality of delivery.
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